
1806 
OUTDRIVE 

ANTI-FOULING 
BLACK 
DANGER! 

CONTENTS UNDER PRES~uRE 
EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE. VAPOR HARMFUL. 

. . 

See caution elsewhere on label. 
(Not eHective for algae fouling.) 

N G· lS 

PEnlT SPRA YCA~ FINISHES 
PREPARATION DIRECTIONS 

If the point is in good condition it will only be necessary to thoroughly sand or 
brollz. wool the surface and wipe dean. 
If the point is in poor condition it will be necessary to completely remove ail 
lXi$ting painr with PETTIT'S NON· FLAMMABLE PAINT & YARNI~H REMOYER bock to 
the bar. m.tal. 
Wa~h the bar. m.tal surface with PETTIT'S i: 12" BRUSHING THINNER .ol clean 
off gr.as., oil or other for.ign materials. Wipe dry with a d.an rag. Apply the 
following syst.m: 
a. Irush or spray on. light coat of PETTIT'S VINYl METAL PRIMER. let dry 30 to 
60 Ininut.s - do not sand. 
b .• rush or spray one hiding coot of PETTIT'S YINYl RED UNDERCOATER. let dry 
30 to 60 minut.s, then sand lightly with fine sandpaper. 
c. Spray two coots of OUTDRIYE BLACK. Allow one to two hours between coots 
and immersion. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
1. Shake can thoroughly until agitator clicks sharply bock and forth for three minutes. 
2. CI.an surface to be sprayed. All oil, rust, dirt or loose cooting should be removed. 
3. Press sprayh.ad with forefing.r to spray. Th. valve must be completely depress· 

.d for proper results. 
4. Hold the can about 10 to 12 inches away from the surface. Do not spray at 

any closer distance. 
S. Spray a very light mist coat and allow this to become tacky. Then go over the 

work again with a medium coot. Too heavy .. coot will cause sags and runs. 
Practice on on old surface first. 

6. lest results are obtained when the (Ontents are at room temperature. (on may 
be wormed in water no hotter than 90 0 F. 

7. A dirty nozzle may be cleaned by taking off plastic sprovhead and reaming 
out nozzle with a pin. (over noule with finger when replacing sproyhead to 
ovoid occidental spray. 

I. After each use, turn (on upside down and spray until nozzle is cleared of spray. 
CAUTION! HARMFUL OR FATAL IF SWALLOWED. MAY CAUSE SKIN 
OR EYE IRRITATION. CONTAINS TIN COMPOUNDS AND AROMATIC 
HYDROCAR30NS. INDUCE VOMITING. Drink milk. Avoid breathing 
spray mist. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. In case 
of ~;kin contact, remove contamillated clothing and immediately 
wash skin with soap and water. Get medical attention if irritation 
persists. Avoid storage near food or feed products. Do not apply 

- -to ~ny surface that will be used by children. May be absorbed 
through skin. Wash contaminated clothes befG're re-use. Keep 
away from heat, sparks, and open flame. Do not puncture. 
Exposure to temperatures above 130 0 F. may cause bursting. 
Do not throw into fire or incinerator. 
Use with adequate ventilation KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
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